THE DEFENCE OF THE EMPIRE
'Lord Lothian's proposed guarantee of French, Bel-
gian, and Dutch frontiers has no justification save on
the assumption that the complete domination of
Europe by a single power would render us defenceless.
But such domination will quite certainly be achieved
if there is to be no common resistance, so that demo-
cratic and Liberal Europe can be defeated in detail;
eaten piecemeal.
'A Mitteleuropa that under the shelter of Western
neutrality had by a succession of steps militarised the
demilitarised areas, swallowed Austria, disposed of
Poland by one means, rendered Czechoslovakia impo-
tent by another, then, in co-operation with Japan, had
destroyed the power of Russia and made Ukrainia a
satellite state, could treat France and the Low Countries
pretty much as it might treat Luxembourg or Lichten-
stem.
'The game would then really have been played out,
and the establishment of Mitteleuropa on the Channel
coasts would be almost a minor operation.
'Confronted by the imminence of the event, we
should fight; as America fought, finally. Our power
might — conceivably — win the war. But it would not
have prevented it. We should then discover that we
needed allies (including Russia) at all costs, and would
make hurried "deals"; "buy" allies as we "bought"
Italy by promises which would render a decent peace
impossible, and the last status quo worse than the pre-
vious one. We should be at war because, though, in
the last analysis, we will fight when the danger is on
our doorstep, we will not undertake so to do before-
hand to the end that the danger will not arise. At the
root of the war will be the same curious confusion
which has bedevilled our relations with France and
thrown her into Italian entanglements. We keep on
saying, "The French want us to fight." It is the last
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